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Matt Waters and John Lee used a wide variety of sources to reconsider particular periods of revolt or rebellion in the Achaemenid Empire that have hitherto been examined with a less subtle or inclusive lens. Their contributions to the conference, "In the Crucible of Empire," raised a series of significant questions about the use of evidence as well as the specific rebellions themselves.

Waters took the daring approach of considering Athens herself a rebel against her Persian imperial obligations, and offered a deeper understanding of the events that unfolded in the late sixth and early fifth centuries BCE by contextualizing them within Near Eastern history. The framework of universal empire — and expansionist empire — lets us see the Greek city-state of Athens from a Persian perspective. It was a vassal state soon-to-be-incorporated into the empire, as well as one currently offering tribute and seeking alliances on what would have to be Persian terms. As Waters says, "From 507, Athens became considered part of the broad earth ruled, as appropriate, by the Achaemenid king." The participation of Athens in the revolt of the Ionian city-states of Asia Minor in 499 was therefore, from an Achaemenid perspective, not just Athens helping her Ionian sister-cities, but the active revolt of a subject bound by specific rules and treatises. This was of particular significance because of the very long-standing tradition in Mesopotamia and Iran of universal empires, all-powerful kings, and long-established treaty phrasings and obligations.

This paper raised an essential conceptual point having to do with imperial boundaries and control. Revolts, rebellion, and resistance happen when people do not wish to be subject to a particular kind of control. How significant, or of what type, need that control be for actions to be considered rebellion? Waters' paper ultimately called into question the notion of a crucible of empire. A crucible provides a distinct hot spot with a clear boundary to it, even if sometimes the contents might boil over. Empires do not always work that way. An empire does not always have a clear and distinct boundary, within which it exerts pressure and control and outside of which it does not.

Thus Waters' paper did multiple things. It demonstrated the importance of understanding an empire's ideological and historical background. In this
The Persians were drawing on very longstanding traditions in the Near East, couching and framing their actions and ideologies within those frameworks. The fact we are reliant upon a few Greek men writing narrative histories for their fellow citizens to learn about interactions between Athenians and the Achaemenid Empire may make it harder for us to reconstruct imperial Achaemenid history, but it does not reduce the fundamental significance of Waters' point — indeed on the contrary.

Waters also made clear the basis for an Achaemenid understanding of the reach of Achaemenid imperial powers. That reach did not stop at a particular geographic point, akin to the wall of a crucible. It was a porous, expansionist, and omnipotent reach. The activities of a small and rabble-rousing tributary city-state that would certainly soon be absorbed into the empire might constitute a revolt, even as might the activities of already-absorbed Greek city-states in Asia Minor.

The question is thus: how important is a perceived boundary? Should we be thinking about drawing lines on the ground or on a map, when a sociopolitical border is essentially permeable? Whose definition of the extent of an empire matters most, and when?

Lee's paper delved into the historiography of Achaemenid studies, considering the revolt of Cyrus the Younger against his brother, King Artaxerxes II, not from a traditional perspective but by mining the historical sources to consider fundamental issues of imperial stability in the face of civil war and revolt. The questions of terminology he raised are important. When is a revolt a rebellion? When is it civil war? His succinct conclusion: participants in a revolt wish to break free from a power; a civil war aims to seize that power for a new ruler, not create a different government.

Lee also explored the significant question of why there were so many rebellions against the ruling king in the Achaemenid Empire in the 5th and 4th centuries BCE. Here his emphasis on kinship was one with real importance for understanding rebellions in empires more generally. Is it a good idea for an empire to be governed through extensive family networks? Or does keeping power in the hands of the family and those closely related to them by marriage inspire desire for more power in those who feel they have an equal claim to the throne?

The role played by trained, experienced military troops in the eventual success of rebellion was also significant, as Lee demonstrated; and his emphasis on the presence in Achaemenid Persia of foreign mercenary troops is perhaps particularly important. How does it affect the frequency and success of revolt, when allegiance can readily be bought rather than needing to be fostered through generations? And, significantly, who are the other elite or powerful
people who join the instigator of a revolt — why do they participate and how much does their collaboration matter? Or when, and how, do they play both sides?

These papers were characterized by the investigation of an enormous variety of sources to understand the circumstances and results of two specific interactions. They offered new insights into ways we should use evidence, raised essential questions to consider as we move forward, and indeed both recast and re-established our understanding of the revolts they consider.

My small contribution to this discussion of dissent in Achaemenid Persia offers an additional kind of evidence to add to our melting pot of understanding. Archaeological evidence notoriously does not fit well with the kinds of political or military events described in literary sources. But material culture can provide telling examples of resistance to empire, particularly of resistance by non-elites or by other kinds of people who do not usually figure in historical accounts.

Although the Achaemenid elite of Anatolia tend to look and, apparently, act like the rest of the polyethnic elite across the empire, the picture of participation in or resistance to the imperial project is rather complex. The archaeological evidence suggests certain kinds of local resistance to behaving TOO "Persian" and shows continuity in behavioral patterns that are rooted in distinctly local traditions and ideas. The ceramic assemblages used by non-elites
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in daily life, for instance, show the continuation of local shapes and forms along with the introduction of imperially charged ones (Dusinberre, 2013: Chs. 2, 4). Intentionality can be difficult to detect archaeologically, but James Scott long ago opened ways to approach the issue that can and should be brought more fully to bear on the material record (Scott, 1987, 1992; for archaeological approaches to the study of hegemony see, e.g., Khatchadourian, 2013). The brief discussion presented here raises two distinct questions: one to do with determining resistance at or across the edges of an empire and one to do with tracking it within an empire’s sociopolitical boundaries.

Can we use archaeological evidence to consider the question of resistance around or across porous imperial boundaries? The difficulty in determining the location and significance of imperial boundaries, and in determining resistance to empire in those porous borderlands and beyond, is complicated. Archaeological evidence, if anything, makes the difficulty yet more complicated. It may be relatively easy — and exceptionally illuminating — to determine the presence of imperial imports in areas somewhat or not at all controlled by an empire, to track their increase or decrease, to ascertain their social status or significance, and to document local imitations or adaptations of elite imperially charged items (for the phenomenon in relation to Achaemenid Persia see, e.g., Miller, 1997; Knauß, 2006; Babaev, Gagoshidze, and Knauß, 2007; Ristvet, Gopnik, et al, 2012; Khatchadourian, 2007, 2008a, 2008b, 2014; Dan, 2014). It can be tremendously challenging to understand the meaning of such things.

In areas where we have no textual documentation, determining the conscious will of those making or using items we might consider particularly semiotically significant can be difficult. Thus, for instance, the presence of stone column bases crafted in a style recognizably Achaemenid and used in hypostyle halls that apparently were used for public or political gatherings may indicate a degree of understanding and emulation of Achaemenid imperial practice, even in areas well beyond what we are accustomed to thinking of as being under direct Achaemenid hegemony. But although such a find has usually been heralded as emulation or participation in hegemonic signaling and behavior, such behavior or desire may extend only to part of a society.

Elites living by the fringe of an empire may enthusiastically adopt and adapt aspects of imperial elite expression. But they may use artifacts in a manner other than that for which they were intended within imperial constructs. Sometimes this may result from misunderstanding, sometimes from locally-determined practical concerns — and sometimes perhaps indeed it might demonstrate conscious resistance to an imperial idea (for power-structures used in a manner different than their original patterns, see, e.g., Woolf, 1998). Historically speaking, we tend to see elite concerns more frequently in textual evidence than the concerns of the non-elite. Until recently the same could be said of archaeological practice, which often in Achaemenid archaeology has focused
on high-status elite artifacts and behaviors. But this picture is now changing, and that raises still more complicated questions.

If we see elite practices and expressions that adapt Achaemenid elite or imperial expressions, combined with continued local traditions and no apparent shift in non-elite behavior or expression, does that constitute resistance? Resistance on the part of non-elites alone, or of a society more generally? And resistance against what aspects of the empire in question? This is an area ripe for detailed study. At its heart lies the need to determine the intentions of the people living in these areas, creating the artifacts and using them with what was no doubt a mixture of behaviors. What makes this challenging is that the archaeology of intentionality is a very difficult subject: it is often hard to tell what the intentions underlying people's behaviors were, based on the archaeological record.

The subject becomes even more difficult when we move to the porous border areas of an empire, or to the areas outside direct imperial hegemony. Overt or increased adherence to local traditions in situations where we also see obvious imports and local imitations of imperial objects might well let us consider local resistance to imperial domination — or at least local agency in appropriating or rejecting particular imperially charged behaviors and expressions. This is a rich area for future research that should particularly illuminate the actions and desires of precisely those people who do not usually figure in historical accounts.

The picture is rather less murky when we consider areas we know to have been encompassed within imperial bounds. The mortuary remains of Achaemenid Anatolia provide clear evidence for geographically based, apparently ethnic, identification with local traditions that predate the Achaemenid Empire. In the past, I have looked at this mortuary evidence to support notions of active elite participation in the imperial endeavor (e.g., Dusinberre, 2003, 2013), so it feels a little odd for me to re-couch it in these terms. But it is true that the evidence may at the same time suggest resistance to imperial domination: the scenario of human action and desire is a richly complex one, for hegemony and resistance weave together in variegated ways.

The mortuary assemblages of the elite — those artifacts buried with the dead — demonstrate wholesale adoption of an imperial idea in Achaemenid Anatolia; they show widescale participation in the imperial endeavor and enactment of imperial ideology. They display an almost astonishing conformity in visible, semiotically charged material (see also Dusinberre, 2013). The elite seemed much more concerned with demonstrating their social status than, for instance, their ethnicity. Thus they were buried with jewelry that looked alike, no matter how far apart they lived. Their garments were tricked out with gold.
foil clothing appliqués that drew on imperial iconography. Banqueting vessels abounded, in both clay and precious metals, and the mortuary assemblages of the elite contained vessels of the same shapes, apparently used for the same purposes. Even horse trappings signaled prestige. And the sealstones with which the elite were buried drew on a focused iconography of imperial power.

Such display of status through wealth expenditure is common in human societies, and its uniformity of expression in Achaemenid Anatolia is significant. It demonstrates the cohesion of those displaying their membership in the authority-laden Achaemenid elite. Those of high status and authority in the Achaemenid empire were not strictly Persian in ethnicity. Indeed, it is difficult to ascertain the ethnicity of a given elite person based on mortuary inclusions (Dusinberre, 2013; Stein, 2014). "Being elite" seems to have mattered more to people to signal in their dress, dining, and funerary assemblages than "being Carian" or "being Phrygian" or "being Lycian." Unlike the mortuary inclusions of the elite, however, their mortuary structures add nuance and complexity to identity signaling. They give us a glimpse of possible resistance to imperial domination, couched in regional and ethnic behaviors.

The types of tomb structures we see in Anatolia vary significantly by region and very often refer to earlier, local, non-Persian forms. The visible markers of the dead tend to link the elite to local tradition rather than Achaemenid authority. Although mortuary structures may incorporate the visual ideology of the Achaemenid empire in their expression, through relief sculpture or other means, sometimes they emphatically do not. They demonstrate instead an adherence to specifically and overtly non-Persian ideas. Such blatant displays of cultural mixing on the part of the elite need not necessarily demonstrate elite-supported local resistance to imperial domination. But they do show the melting pot of ideas and expressions enabled by intercultural interaction, and the startlingly diverse forms that could emerge within this charged imperial context. The following discussion highlights just a few of the contexts of Achaemenid Anatolia where mortuary structures and behaviors seem to demonstrate active, conscious, intentional resistance to imperial authority.

Across Anatolia, mortuary treatment is tremendously variable. Some people are buried in rock-cut tombs carved into cliff faces (e.g., Butler, 1922; Greenewalt, 1972; Roos, 1972, 1985, 1989, 2006; McLauchlin, 1985; Ratté, 1989; Tarhan and Sevin, 1994; Tarhan, 1994, 2007; Dusinberre, 2003, 2013; Baughan, 2004; Dönmez 2007; Roosevelt, 2009; Johnson, 2010). Others are in simple unmarked cists (e.g., Moorey, 1980; Baughan, 2004; Tal, 2005; Tarhan, 2007; Dusinberre, 2013; Stein, 2014). Still others are interred in chambers or sarcophagi heaped over with tumuli (e.g., Young, 1951; Mellink, 1971, 1972, 1973,
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The tumulus tombs of Sardis in Lydia are well-known. The three largest of those in the great cemetery of Bin Tepe across the valley from Sardis date to the pre-Achaemenid Lydian Kingdom. In the Achaemenid period and probably in the Hellenistic, use of the tumulus cemetery at Bin Tepe increased dramatically, so that roughly 150 new smaller burial tumuli were constructed (Dusinberre, 2003). The explosion of tumulus tombs at Bin Tepe seems to be linked to a specific geographically-linked statement of social identity and social status, regardless of the ethnic origin of the person interred. It is paralleled by an explosion in the construction of small tumuli all over western Anatolia during the Achaemenid period, particularly in Lydia and Hellenistic Phrygia. Interestingly, the elite people who were buried under tumuli wore garments and behaved in ways that linked them to the Achaemenid elite across Anatolia and indeed the empire at large. But their mortuary structures may make a different claim.

Tumuli are not limited to western Anatolia in the Achaemenid period, but they are exceptionally common there — even as their use seems to end in highland Phrygia itself, at least at Gordion, by the last quarter of the sixth century (Kohler and Dusinberre, forthcoming). Their proliferation in a particular geographic area suggests a geographical association in the minds of those creating them. It is surely not coincidence that the tumuli at Sardis cluster around the knees of the great Lydian tumuli, including the enormous sepulchre of Alyattes, described by Herodotus (I.93) as the only human-made thing worth seeing in the entire land of Lydia. Other tumuli, built on ridges or outcrops,

Fig. 3: Tumuli at Bin Tepe. Photo author.
take advantage of the natural terrain to increase their visibility and apparent size. They become an overt visual statement of connection to a specific local pre-Persian past, with non-Persian associations and histories. This need not be an indication of resistance to imperial authority, but it may well be. It certainly adds nuance and layering to our understanding of identity and action within the (porous) imperial boundaries.

Inscribed grave stelae provide another example of possible resistance to imperial domination. A number of Achaemenid-period grave stelae were inscribed, in Lydian, Lycian, Phrygian, Greek, Aramaic, or bilingual (usually the local language together with Aramaic or sometimes Greek). If names of multiple generations in a single family are given, they do not necessarily adhere to a single ethnic or linguistic type. In this way the use of language in mortuary inscriptions emphasizes a rich iteration of intertwined ethnic heritages and social identities, a point that is made very clearly also in such non-mortuary evidence as the famous Sacrilege Inscription from Ephesus (Ephesus 1631, dating ca. 334-281) (Knibbe, 1961-1963; Robert, 1967; Hanfmann, 1987; Dusinberre, 2003, 2013).

What is particularly interesting is that in Lydia almost all of the funerary inscriptions are written in Lydian, and all the names they give are ethnically Lydian (Benveniste, 1965; Gusmani, 1985; Hanfmann, 1987; Dusinberre, 2003). These inscriptions are associated with rock-cut tombs and generally follow the same formula: "This is the [grave chamber, stele, etc.] of X, son of Y. If anybody damages [it, them], may [one or more gods] punish/destroy him." The gods named are local gods (especially Qldâns and Artemis of Ephesus — who had a sanctuary at Sardis — and of Koloe, a site on the Gygaean lake next to Bin Tepe). These stelae, continuing almost unchanged a linguistic formula developed in the pre-Persian Lydian period, adamant in their continued use of Lydian language and Lydian names, demonstrate a strikingly strong adherence to local tradition and a pre-Persian past. In their employment of a reusable past, they certainly show resistance to Persian notions of funerary practice, naming, and worship. This clear indication of Lydian continuity demonstrates the multiple strands of participation in or resistance to the imperial endeavor and imperial behavior. With this striking and incontrovertible form of resistance shown in funerary inscriptions, the likelihood that the tumuli of western Anatolia similarly shared something of a conscious connection to local, intentionally non-Persian, ideas and values increases.

A more straightforward story of identity is told by the Clazomenian sarcophagi, found at Clazomenae, Smyrna, Teos, Lebedus, and the eastern side of the Erythraea, with additional examples from "Larisa" and Pitane (Rumpf, 1933; Johansen, 1935, 1942; Åkerström, 1966; Cook, 1981; Tallon, 1992; Dusinberre,
2013). They were made with a flat foot so that they might stand upright as well as be laid flat, and many of them were painted around their rims with motifs ranging from simple wavy lines to elaborate scenes of animals and humans. They range in date from ca. 550 to sometime after 450; most of them date between 530 and 470 (ca. 50 between 530 and 500, over 70 between 500 and 470). These sarcophagi of Ionia while it was part of the Achaemenid empire show a mix of Greek and Near Eastern ornamental ideas. The visual language of masculine power is paramount on the sarcophagi, with their repeated themes of animal combat, divine control, and battle. The concepts of masculinity and power shown here connect the men of Ionia to the men of the rest of Anatolia; theirs is a message of authority embedded in horses and fighting. The sense of community through banqueting that is so prevalent in elite funerary art of the rest of Achaemenid Anatolia, however, is not portrayed on the sarcophagi. Their social signalling is emphatically Greek in style and iconography. These are not people who identify with their Persian conquerors, who eat the lotus blossom of harmonious participation in empire. They resist the very notion.

Some of the most complex tombs of Achaemenid Anatolia are found in Lycia and Caria. Lycia's famous pillar tombs are notoriously difficult to date, but at this point it seems likely that the earliest of them, at Isinda, was built ca. 550 and thus predates the Persian conquest (Özhanlı, 2002; see also Marksteiner, 2002; Rudolph, 2003; Draycott, 2007b; Dusinberre, 2013; for the Lion Tomb at Xanthus (ca. 550-330), see, e.g., Pryce, 1928; Demargne, 1958; Rudolph, 2003). If this is true, it means that this striking and unusual tomb form is explicitly pre-Achaemenid Lycian in type. The pillar tombs consisted of a square limestone box perched atop a tall pillar, sometimes decorated with relief sculptures. The body was placed inside the upper chamber through a small opening on the side. The pillar on which the tomb rested might be inscribed or left plain; it is not clear if any of them were painted in antiquity. At least thirty-three pillar tombs are known, and there may be as many as forty-three: they range in date from the mid-sixth to the mid-fourth century and were probably made for local elites, most likely erected during the owner's lifetime (Keen, 1992). Their proliferation during the Achaemenid period may bear much the same meaning as the tumuli of Lydia, with explicit reference to a local, overtly non-Persian custom.

Two of the pillar tombs of Xanthus are particularly well known and may serve as case studies of the phenomenon. The Harpy Tomb was erected in Xanthus around 480 (Tritsch, 1942; Demargne, 1958; Berger, 1970; Zahl, 1975; Boschung, 1979; Jacobs, 1987; Keen, 1992, 1998; Borchhardt, 2000; Rudolph, 2003; Froning, 2004; Benda-Weber, 2005; Jenkins, 2006; Draycott, 2007b; Thonemann, 2009; Dusinberre, 2013). Above the doorway on the west side is
a cow suckling her calf, a strongly Assyrianizing image. The four sides all show scenes of seated figures receiving gifts from standing figures; that on the east side is arranged like the famous audience scene at Persepolis. The close resemblance to Persepolis provides an obvious reference to Persian kingly might, and it may be that the Assyrian cow and calf held similar meaning for a Lycian viewer. At the same time, a Greek-style warrior with helmet and panoply draws on a different tradition to demonstrate prowess and power. And the form is a clear citation of a specifically Lycian identity. The person who commissioned this mortuary sculpture took full advantage of multiple cultural options to construct and express his identity. And the expression is specifically Lycian. Is this resistance to imperial authority? It is certainly a nuanced proclamation of what it means to be elite at Achaemenid-period Xanthus in the aftermath of imperial skirmishes with European Greece.

The Inscribed Pillar at Xanthus belonged to what was once perhaps the most elaborate example of the Lycian pillar tomb (Childs, 1979; Gygax and Tietz, 2005; Draycott, 2007b). The battle reliefs that adorned its tomb chamber are now on display in London and Istanbul, while the tomb receives its name from the long trilingual inscription that marked its pillar. It probably dates around 400 and is widely considered to have been the funerary marker of a dynastic satrap. The inscription, in Lycian and Milyan with a twelve-line epigram in
Greek, is a historical narrative detailing various exploits of the Lycian ruler. The words of the Greek epigram reflect the military scenes shown also in the reliefs that once accompanied it (Jenkins, 2006):

"Since the time when the ocean separated Europe from Asia, no Lycian has ever yet raised such a stele to the Twelve Gods in the holy temenos of the agora, this immortal monument to his victories in war. It was Kheriga, the son of Harpagos, having excelled in all respects the youth of his day in his prowess at wrestling, who conquered many acropoleis with (the support of) Athene, sacker of cities, and distributed part of his kingdom amongst his kin. In recognition of this, the immortal (gods) made him just recompense. He killed seven Arkadian hoplites in a single day, he who of all mankind set up the most numerous trophies to Zeus and garlanded by his illustrious exploits the family of Karika."

This inscription takes the power statements of Achaemenid imperial authority and translates them into a Lycian context in interesting ways. The fact that it is trilingual, including local and other languages, recalls the Achaemenid imperial inscriptions of Persepolis, Susa, and Behistun. Darius's monument at Behistun, like this one, includes a visual representation of the verbal relation of events. The historical narrative of the Inscribed Pillar resonates with the Assyrian literary tradition of war annals. It claims a particularly close relationship with the gods, in terms of both the favor they showed the ruler and the honor the ruler showed them. It reflects the Persian royal inscriptions in asserting the excellence of the ruler in pursuits considered appropriate for young men. It even reflects Darius's inscription on the terrace at Persepolis in claiming this to be the first time someone has set up such a monument in this spot. But it is written in Greek and two local languages. It adopts and adapts a Persian notion but alters it to contextualize it within its specifically Lycian context. It may even demonstrate resistance in the form of one-upmanship, an iteration of power that sees the Achaemenid royal rhetoric and raises it one.

The notion of the temple tomb probably originated in Sardis, but its most famous expressions are in Lycia and Caria. One of the best-known Lycian tombs is the Nereid Monument, a temple tomb that dates perhaps 390-380 (Coupel and Demargne, 1969; Cook, 1976; Demargne, 1976, 1979, 1989; Roos, 1989; Robinson, 1995; Rhodes and Osborne, 2003). It is thought to have been the tomb of the Lycian ruler Erbbina, who reunited eastern and western Lycia after a schism. Erbbina chose to have his tomb look like an Ionic Greek temple, a statement of grandeur and exalted self-image. Typical manly pursuits such as the mounted battle and mounted hunt shown in its sculptures connect him
Fig. 5: Inscribed Pillar. Courtesy Peter Sommer Travel.
to the Achaemenid elite elsewhere, even as the style of the images and the shape of the monument connect him to Greece. Particularly important, perhaps, is the relief showing an audience scene under a parasol, an image that links Erbbina as directly to portrayals of the Persian king as the tomb's form links him to Greek divinities. Indeed, the seated figure is shown wearing Persian military dress, while the suppliants appearing before him wear Greek garb, a reference specifically to the reliefs at Persepolis. The scene on the Nereid Monument demonstrates the reunification of Lycia as a province under the hegemony of its western elite. But it is rendered in a very Greek style. The bravado of the Inscribed Pillar is mirrored here but in the form of a temple tomb, its owner as self-aggrandizing as that of the other monument. Domination by another authority is certainly not signalled in these mortuary structures; the very idea would meet with resistance.

The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, the most famous of Achaemenid Anatolia's tombs, perhaps combines the statements made by the Nereid Monument and the Inscribed Pillar (Dusinberre, 2013). One of the seven wonders of the ancient world according to Antipater of Sidon, it was a vast temple tomb with freestanding sculptures atop an enormous pedestal, perhaps a stepped pillar with sculpted reliefs (Waywell, 1978). It was built between 353 and 350 for the ruling couple, Mausolus and Artemisia II, who were siblings as well as spouses. The building was said to have been built by Greek architects, Satyrus and Pythius, and the reliefs to have been carved by the four greatest Greek sculptors of the age, Leochares, Bryaxis, Scopas of Paros, and Timotheus, each of whom was responsible for one side of the pedestal. It represents the apogee of the Achaemenid Anatolian temple tomb and of the pillar tomb (Jeppesen et al., 1981-2004). As I have described elsewhere, and as Anne Marie Carstens has so eloquently demonstrated, here was a dynast who would be king – who fashioned himself on the model of the Great King, couched in the complex intercultural visual idiom of western Anatolia (Dusinberre, 2013). This form of portrayal, the degree of status declared, even though it drew on Persian notions to make the statement, were so extreme as to constitute resistance to the notion of a single king. Not an overt rebellion, the actions of Mausolus were nonetheless a flagrant form of resistance to imperial domination.

These monuments put in a different perspective the monument at Limyra constructed by the Lycian dynast Perikle around 360. Limyra is not far from the Eurymedon River, where the Athenian navy had delivered the Persians a significant defeat a century before. This tomb (like the name of its owner) made use of decorative schemes that very consciously drew on specific Persian adversaries for its inspiration — in this case, Athens (Şare, 2013). The heroon's sculpted program included cella friezes, caryatids, and acroteria; the sculptures
reflect aspects of Persian iconography and overt association with the buildings of the Athenian acropolis, conveyed in a flagrantly and overtly Greek style like the great temple tombs of western Lycia and Caria. They emphasize Perikle's announcement of his status as the first military king of Lycia, one who ruled independently of both Persian and Greek authorities. His sculptures suggest he made use of mercenaries like the Persian king (drawing on wealth implied to be commensurate with the Persian king's), that his significance paralleled
that of the first king of Athens, Cecrops, and that he ruled by divine right. As Tuna Şare suggests, "the purpose behind the programme and the outcome are uniquely western Anatolian" (Şare, 2013). This tomb, in drawing on Persian, Greek, and Lycian expressions, trumpets its owner's resistance to imperial domination, to domination by the dynasts of western Lycia, and to Greek domination as well. It is interesting that Perikle is the last known dynast of Lycia: it is thought that his participation in one of the uprisings sometimes lumped together as the "satraps' revolt" contributed to the end of Lycian semi-autonomy and the increase of Achaemenid imperial control over this part of the empire (Borchhardt, 1976; Seyer, 2007).

I would like therefore to end with a few questions that outline possible areas for further consideration. How could we incorporate material evidence more fully into our historical discussions to increase our understanding of long-term low-level resistance to imperial endeavor, as well as the more spectacular and often transient revolts, rebellions, and civil wars detailed in textual sources? When can we determine intention in the behaviors represented in the archaeological record? And what are the various kinds of resistance this archaeological approach can distinguish? If we can find ways to answer these questions, our understanding not only of low-level resistance but also of the long paths leading to active revolt or rebellion will burgeon.
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